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THE MIDDLE EAST AITD CYPRUS: COKE OBSERVATIONS

As the Cyprus crisis develops, certain points directly related to the crisis

require some attention:

LONDON AND WASHINGTON

Relations between London and Washington have never been as strong as they

are now, in the opinion of many observers.

As is known, the British premier met last month with the U..3. president. As

a sequel to that meeting, two weeks later a British delegation arrived in

the American capital and held high strategy conference with its American

counterpart ,

The British group was headed by the deputy Foreign Minister v/ho was accompanied

by a group of Middle East experts as well as experts in East African and

Southeast Asian affairs. The U.S. delegation was headed by I'ennen V.'illiams,

Assistant Secretary of State for KEEE African Affairs assisted by a group

of experts on Middle East, African and Asian affairs.

The meetings lasted a week and no statement, official or unofficial, was

issued upon their conclusion. Moreover, no mention was mr.de in the press

on the meetings. When asked, a State Department official described the

meetings as 'routine' get togethers for the purpose of exchanging views on

current problems of common interest.

During a short trip to Washington to spend the holidays last week, I heard

that the said meetings covered the following topics:

1- The crisis in Cyprus. 2- The general situation in the Middle East.

3- Recent developments in East Africa, 3- She general situation in the

Southeast Asian area.
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It is generally known that such exchange of views on certain problems usually

take place between the United States and Britain at the outset or the end of each

General Assembly session* Also, the UN delegates of the two respective countries

attend these meetings. However, the last Washington meeting did not:: include

the British and U.S. United Cations representatives. This was noticeable in as

much as certain problems which fall witMr. the scope of the United Nations were

discussed.

Some contacts between some Arab representatives took place in order to clarify

their views regarding the Washington meetings, but little information if any at

all was obtained by the Arab representatives about the Washington meeting. However,

they assume that the two countries outlined and agreed upon a common policy regarding

the problems that were discusse d. There was ceramon understanding regarding steps

t© be taken jointly to meet any eventual crisis in the 'hot spots1. They (Arab

representatives) felt that Britain is no more ready or able to face her problems

across the world singlehanded*

THE ARAB SUMMIT:

The Arab summit conference brought with it many surprises to many Western observers

who did not expect it to be as successful as it turned out. Information gathered
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by Western observers before the summit predicted total failufce. However, the results

indicated that the Kurdish question in Iraq is on the road to solution, relations

between the UAR and Saudi Arabia will be normalized, relations betireen Amman and Cairo

have improved tremendously, and the border question between Morocco and Algeria has

been resolved* Moreover, the question of Yemen is new seeking a solution in an

amicable atmosphere.

The significance of improved Arab relations is a cause of concern in some Western

circles because Arab attention man then be directed towards Israel, in the »pinion

of Western observers,

,*

Britains fears are understandable* Her bases a re now threatened more than ever

before, Britain's position in Cypruss rruet be considered within the large framevrork

of all her bases. It will be observed that in his speech last week, President Nasser

urged Arabs to abrogate all insssdsy. base treaties. Significantly he tied the bases

in Libya with British bases in Cyprus*

The Arab position

The Arab attitude towards the Cyprus crisis is governed by txi/o factors. On the one

hand they support President Makarios position, against partition since partition'

is a bitter reminder of the fate of Palestine. Also, Arabs cannot but feel that bases
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s© close to their shores are a flagrant reminddr of 'Suez1 and possible intervention

in support of Israel.

On the ether hand, Arabs cannot but feel that their Moslem bretheren in Cyprus are

seriously threatened* No Arab representative had mentioned the religious issue

openly. But it is there, in th*=ir hearts, and it affects their state of mind,

Mr* Sidi Baba of Morocco had this in mind when he talked about the importance of

protecting and safeguarding the rights of the Turkish minority.

After three Security Council sessions, some representatives raise several ouestions:

1- At this stage is it possible to find a formula that respects the provisions of

the I960 treaty and give, at the same time, the independence and territorial integrity

guarantees which Makarios demand ?

2~ Is it not a fact that Makarios state of mind considers the I960 treaty as null

and void because Turkey had threatened t$ invade Cyprus ?

3 - Is it not true that Britain's adherence to the I960 treaty is unshakeable since

the treaty guarantees herpresence in one form or another ? And is it not true

better
that Britain feels that her presence there is/guaranteed by the treaty rather than

by a United Nations formula ?

4 - Can the six non-permanent members find a formula satisfactory to both parties
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before presenting such formula to the Council

5- Will the dispatch of UN forces to the island of Cyprus create another difficult

situation for the UN in an area where the UN is present in two places already: Yemen

and Gaza.

U«N. responsibility:

Some representatives cannot help but observe that criticism of the SG role in

the crisis is repeated in the press and in news broadcasts. Words like 'attempts

collapse' and !SG fails have been heard repeatedly.

In the opinion of the pessimit representatives, the most that the UN can do is t©

send a UN mediator to Cyprus. While the optimist group believes that the UN will

eventually succeed in sending a mediator as well as a force,

TO THE GA ?

There is considerable talk in UN circles of the possibility of throwing the question

in the lap ef the vet»less General Assembly despite construction work there and

despite strong Turkish opposition* Some representatives especially the Arabs recall

that a special session was held in August, 1956, to desl with the situation arising from

developments in Jerdan and Lebanon* They also recall that the Arabs, faced with the

pressure of world opinion, succeeded in conciliating their differences.

On the other hand, a third group believes that a meeting between the premiers of Britain
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Turkey and Greece wiU probably prove more useful. It is understandable that

Makarios would consider such a tripartite meeting which excludes him as a direct

challenge since he will not accept Greece as his spokesman,

•JHt-SHHHHHHHHHHHf



CYPRUS

Delegates are now talking more than ever before on the extreme importance of

establishing a United Nations force on a permanent basis. Undoubtedly, the

developments of the Cyprus question have prompted these discussions. It is also

felt in U.N. delegates circles that steps must be taken to ensure the establishment

of a permanent force with a sound financial basis.

The Mediator! Many delegates have noticed that the Secretary General selects

U.N. mediators from the ranks of the secretariat They notice, for instance, the

appointment of Michelciore as UNRWA'S director, a position so far given to United

«V
States Government appointees. Spinelli is another case in point. The slection

of Mr. Jose Roz-Bennett was considered by delegates as another example ef the

line of thinking of the SG in selecting his mediators and special-mission men

from the secretariat. The feeling of most delegates is that such a tendency is

very welcome. These men are UN devotses and are not subject to cold war or

political pressures.

However, in the case of Jose Rol&«Bennett it was observed that, despite his high

position in the secretariat and despite the fact that he enjoys a highly respectable

position, he is not of 'high caliber* as one delegate put its The UN Cyprus mediator
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will be meeting -with prime ministers and Mr. Rolz-Bennett is not of Tprime ministers

material1 some delegates observe,

When the question of UN forces in Cyprus is discussed by delegates, some of them recall

that the terms of reference are limited by a period of three months. It is felt that

the three momths will have to be extended and that only a miracle will bring about

a political solution. In addition to the intricacies of the constitutional problem,

the UN authority will have to deal with day-to-day problems like the ex istance

of arms in the hands of the jffl̂ i people, Will the arums be collected? How?

believe
Many delegates feel that the Turks fontl that time is net in their favor and that

any further delay in the dispatch of UN forces will threaten the position of the

Turkish minority.

Some delegates believe that attempts to drive the Soviet Union out of the Cyprus

picture have failed and that these very att empts brought the Soviets into the picture

and for good.

The Soviets aim at paralyzing the British base in Cyprus, some delegates stated, and

in the opinion of some delegates the Soviets have succeeded,

As far as the Arabs are concerned, they would rather see UN forces than Nate's troops .

Some Arab de legates observed that while NATO can move their forces into the Arab

world to restore peace in the event of an Arab-Israeli Conflict, UN forces in Cyrprus
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cannot intervene in another area without SHXBXPKBHKX a UN directive.

Another question raised by some delegates concerns the position of British forces

in Cyprus after the arrival of UN forces. Will President Makarios, it is asked,

continue to accept the presence of British forces TOGETHER with UN forces ?

•JHBHHHHHHttttHHH*

CONFERENCE OF THE NON-ALIGNED

Recently, an invitation was directed by Nasser, Tito and Ceylons premier to a group

©f non-aligned countries to attend a meeting in Colombo to prepare the agenda of

the forthcoming meeting of non-aliened countries . Certian international developments

prompted a conference of the non-aligned nations:

a- The feeling among these countries that the any 'detente' between the Soviet

Union and the United States must not take place at the expense of the small nations*

b- The necessity of bolstering world peaee by small and non-aligned countries.

c~ The necessity of inviting new countries which expressed desire t© join the group*

Several steps preceded the sending out of the invitations for the Colombo conference*

Ethiopia's emperor had arrived in Cairo on his way home from the United States and

express ed the need of holding a conference,, Beyond his statement nothing had

happened*



Follovdng the assassination of President Kennedy, Nehru emphasized the importance of

holding a conference for the non-aligned but he excluded Peking. Pakistan was also

excluded,

During his recent trip te Africa, Premier Chou en Lai, talked about the importance of

holding an African - Asian conference.

It has been observed that India did not participate (with UAR, Yougoslavia and Ceylon)

in sending the invitations for the Ceylon conference,

Also Indonesia (Bandung?) did not join with the above three in addressing the invitations,

The site ©f the forthcoming conference of the non-aligned has not bean designated yet,

UAR, India, Ethiopia, and Indonesia are seeking to have the conference held in theie

respective countries*

THE LAGOS CONFERENCE

According to the observations of some diplomats who returned to New York from the

Lagos Foreign ministers conference and especially observations made by the Moroccan

Ambassador, thw Lagos conference was a failure*

They observed that it was a failure despite the decisions that were taken and the most

important was concerning South Africa and another decsior. pertaining to Rhodesia,

The success of the first decision cannot be claimed , accord ing to these observers, since
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there is nothing new in this stand and it is a general stand already expressed*

As far as the decision on Rhodesia is concerned, these observers doubt very much that

it would be executed.

Once more it is apparent that tAfrican Unity* is still very far from being a reality

and that the African 'group* is the sum total of inter groupings like the Monrovia

bloc and the Brazeville bloc and the Wrth African bloc,

As t a result of British intervention in East Africa and Gabon, the discussion was

revived for the formation of an African force. The difficulty arises from conflicting

real
interpretation by certain African countries of the •fewre function of these forces.

It is feared by some countries that such a force might be called upon to crush

military revolts against unpopular regimes* Some African countries believe that

an Afriean force must be placed under the jurisdiction of the Security Council.

Critics of this sugges tion maintain that bx±K placing a unified African force

under the auspices of the SC would invite the Big Powers to meddle in African

affairs* 4«HHHKH«HHHHHWHH{-

PRESIDENCY OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The Lagos conferees were expected to discuss the African candidate to the presidency

of the forthcoming session of the General Assembly. However, it was felt that the

atmosphere did not encourage such a discussion. Ambassador Ben Hima said here that
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delegates on the whole were not ready t© consider the cniestion despite persistant

attempts tax&zs&scss. by Ghana and Liberia to consider the matter. There was a

general feeling of unaccab.ility against the diplomat from Ghana, Differences

between the Liberian UN representative and the Liberian Foreign minister have made

his position as far as the pres idency of the G A was concerned extremely difficult.

Some diplomats observed that the credentials of the Liberian diplomat have not

been renewed.

There is a growing feeling among nusstaotoc many delegates that the most suitable

African candidate is Omar Adeel of the Sudan who has the support of Arab delegates

and quite a number of Eunpean and Latin American delegates. He has numerous friends

in Asia and Africa. It is believed by iraastoc many delegates that the forthcoming

African summit conference in Cairo in June or July will endorse Adeel,

There is talk of inviting the SG to the Cairo conference and many delegates believe

that the invitation will be accepted. SH±S Diplomats recalled the invitation extended

to SG during the summit conference in Ethiopia which SG could not attend.fizoccx

Africans were then divided into two groups: those T*rho thought it wasx better for

SG not to attend because of the nature ef certain decisions adopted at the conference.

While the other group held that 5G should attend such conferences because his

absence is a great loss t c the prestige of the conference.
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It is felt that the same divided position of the African countries regarding the

attendance by SG of the Cairo African summit -will repeat itself,

Rumanian delegation in Peking

Some members of the Rumanian delegation to the UN are talking about the visit to Peking

of the Rumanian delegation headed by the Premier. Rumanian delegates here picture the

visit as an important one and expect considerable fruitful results.

There are two evaluations of the visit:

Some delegates are ©f the opinion that the visit is not spontaneous, and that it has been

under careful consideration for some time .Also that the purpose of the visit is to pave

the way for a reconciliation between Peking and Moscow amd that the tr ip by Chou en lai

to Africa prompted the Rumanian trip to China, The recognition of Peking by France has

also encouraged the trip, this gr»up maintains,

The second evaluation maintains that the trip is a purely Rumanian initiative and that

serious differnces between Moscow and Bucharest prevent Rumania from uaaki from undertaking

a concilation mission. In this connection it is observed that the Rumanian delegation

flew over Masasa Russia (did not land) ©n its way to China, I heard a Rumanian delegate say

that this trip establishes for the first time a connection between Rumania and Peking, It is

an attempt, he observed, to naintain the unity and strength of the Socialist line „
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The same group is of the opinion that such a mission tantamounts to interference

similar to that witnessed during the crisis in Lebanon in 1958.

# There is a great deal of talk in some delegates circles about the

differences between the Turks in Cyprus and the UN Cfemmander in Cyprus.

They interpret the appointment of Mr. G. Plaza in the light of these differences.

ARTICLE 19 ;

Talk has recently increased regarding this article and regarding the efforts

of certain small and other non-large countries to seek a face-saving formula

that would satisfy everybody.

Cairo's recent stand on this issue had a significant bearing on the question*

I have heard the Delegate from Roumania discuss this issue. Ke said that the

Socialist bloc was seriously considering the Article 19 issue from all its

angles but, he said, the group did not open formal talks on the matter. There

is talk among members of the group about holding formal discussions probably

during the second week of June. Although there is no formal plan for the

subjectmatter to be discussed, the Roumanian delegate expressed the hope

that a formula satisfactory to all was possible.
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The Roumanian delegate referred to the forthcoming discussions in Washington

with the U.S. government. He said these discussions were a purely Roumanian

endeavor and that Roumania would undertake the talks independently. The

purpose of these talks were both econoiaieal and political. It is expected that

the level of diplomatic representation between Roumania and the United States

would be raised to the Ambassadorial status as a result of these talks. The

Vice Premier in charge of foreign affairs will lead the Roumanian side in the

discussions.

I heard the delegate from Ukrania say that the Roumanian action is based on

the fundamental Soviet policy and the policy of the Socialist countries namely

establsihing contact with the outside world. This policy was first pursued

by Poland and the other Socialist countries will follow suit. He also said that

Moscow has blessed these ssss&BS&igEX. endeavors.

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Ambassador Barnes of Liberia recently returned to New York. I heard him talk

about his African trip. Hegarding the presidency of the General Assembly,

the Liberian Ambassador said that the question was scheduled for discussion

during the meeting of the African Foreign ministers in Lagos, However, the

general consensus eas against discussing the question during the Lagos conference.
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It is expected that the question be discussed in Cairo during the meeting

of the Chief of States of the African continent.

Mr. Barnes said that he will not conduct .any activity regarding the presidency

issue since, as he put it, it is t©o early* He is aware of the fact that the

Ambassador from Ghana is very active among UN delegates. He heard from some

delegates and from members of the HE U.S. delegation that they had nothing against

the ambassador from Ghana but that the policy of the Ghana Government does not

encourage them to take a favorable stand regarding the Ambassador,

It is generally believed that Ambassador Adeel of the Svdan is the strongest

prospect among the candidates for the presidency* However, some delegates are

already talking about mounting difficulties facing the ambassador from the Sudan

when the African leaders meet in Cairo. Some African ambassadors have already

circulated the view that the presidency seat had been occupied by two Arabs:

Malik ©f Lebanon and Selira of Tunis. This naturally assumes that Adeel, though

African is also an Arab. Sorie delegates believe that President Nasser might

support the request of some African countries that a non-Arab African rh

personality be nominated. The Sudan assumes an adamant attitude regarding Adeel Ts

candidacy and would, not easily abdicate its position. The Sudan hopes to gain the
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Despite the comparative calm which prevails these days over the delegates

lounge, comments persist regarding certain issues directly related to the

United Nations. Some of the issues include:

THE CYPRUS QUESTION : In recent days this question has become a 'routine'

issue and few have been occupied with it. Some delegates opined that no future

solution was in sight and that a month had already passed without any appreciable

development. There is a general feeling that the three months will not suffice

and that an extension is inevitable. It is also stated that the month after

month extension which governs the Yemen situation will also face the U.N. with

regard to Cyprus.

In recent days, however, coia.7ient on this issue was revived in the light of

specific developments some of which were unexpected.-

* Senator Fullbright's mission: Most comment emanates from the Socialist

group. They question, for instance, the motives of his mission at a time

the matter is in the lap of the Security Council. Members of the group maintain

that despite statements to the contrary, the Senator's mission aims at nediating

the dispiite and finding a formula satisfactory to all parties concerned.
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the support of Ethiopia whose Emperor , it is said, favors Adeel's candidacy.

KING- HUSSEINT5 TRIP ; I heard an Arab diplomat from Washington say that he asked

King Hussein to meet with him following his disussions in Washington. What the King

had ifrfrKKltMid disclosed did not differ from the reports carried by the press,

It is gene rally believed that the situation will be clarified folio wring the visit

of Israel's premier to Washington. Arabs hope to convince Washington to pressure

Israel to postpone the diversion plan some time to allow the emergence of a face-

saving formula. Some observers believe that Israel will go ahead with its plans

regardless.

The Arab diplomats issx. refer with certain significance to Hussein1 s talk with Presid ent

De Gaulle with whom the Jordanian King met twice. It is believed that King Hussein

aims at strengthening Arab ties with France on the basis that cooperation between

the Arabs and France - should it materialize - is more beneficial than cooperation

with London, Washington or Moscow,


